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Abstract 
Let a random variable and a family of random variables depending on 
a parameter be given. The direct substitution of the random variable for 
the parameter may have no sense or can have unexpected properties even 
if the stochastic independence is assumed. In the paper, the composition is 
defined in a rigorous way and it is shown that the conditional expectation 
of the composition with respect to the substituted random variable is 
expressed in the usual manner (Theorem 1). The problem is analyzed for 
the random variables having values in Banach spaces and the results are 
applied to Wiener integrals depending on a parameter. 
Key words: Composition of random variables, stochastic variables 
with values in Banach spaces, stochastic independence. 
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s Subject Classification: 60A05 
The paper deals with the generalization of the Proposition 2.2 [1]. The 
sketch of the subject of this Proposition is following. 
Let a family of Ito stochastic integrals (with values in a Hilbert space) 
JQ a(s, y) dw(s) and a stochastic variable u be given. Assume that u is jFu 
measurable and Tu is stochastically independent of a Wiener process w(t). The 
properties of the expression E[JQ a($,u) dw(s)\Tu] (see 2.1 from [1] or Theorem 
3 from the present paper) are studied. 
'Supported by Grants No. 201/95/0629 of Czech Grant Agency and No. VS96086 of 
MSMT. 
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In the present paper the integrals are substituted by a family of stochastic 
variables B(£) (with values in a Banach space) depending on a parameter £. 
In this case the condition are given such that B(u) can be constructed and 
Theorem 2 (which corresponds to Proposition 2.2 [1]) is proved. 
Let Xi,X2 be real Banach spaces with norms | |. | |i, II-1.2? X$ be a real sep­
arable Banach space with a norm ||.||3 and R the real line. Let (fi,JF,P) be a 
probability space and E denotes the mathematical expectation. 
Denote Lp(Vl,X2) the set of all Bochner integrable random variables with 
values in X2,p > 1. Let y>(0 - -X"i -» -R, <p(f) > 0 for £ G Xx be Borel 
measurable. 
Definition 1 Let B : X\ -» L p(n,K 2) be a mapping. B is called cp-Bochner 
type mapping (or shortly Bochner type mapping) if 
K = supi&iOr'EWBiOW* : £ 6 Xt} < oo, (1) 
if there exists a sequence of partitions {An }g 1, Xi = UiAh (disjoint union), 
A$ are Borel sets, a sequence of sets {A^}g 1 ? An* G .F, P(A^) — 0 and a 
sequence of mappings Bn : X\ -> Z/p(Kl,K2) such that Bn(£,,u)) = Bn(rj,uj) for 
£,r? G .A^ , u; ^ An and Bn converge to B in following sense 
superior1 E\\B(£) - Bn(fl||S : € G X,} -> 0 for n ~> oo. (2) 
1 Definition of composition 
(3) Le£ ix : fl -> Ki be a random variable Tu-measurable, Tu—a a-subfield of T, 
Eip(u) < oo. 
Let B be a Bochner type mapping. Assume that Bn(0 are stochastically 
independent of Tu for all £. Define qn(u)) = jBn(w(o;), w) for almost all a;. 
Let 
r « = i x - 1 ( A « ) = {a;:u(cc;)G4 i )} 
and 2n be elements of An fulfilling 
( D ( ^ ) ) < i n f M O : ^ A ^ } - f V 
Let n > ra. We can assume that {An
i)}£1 is a refinement of {A$}*LV 
We have 
-5||g„-?m||S = S / |kn-«m||f^ 
A *^Pn 
E/,,11^(4°) -Bmí^HІ^ 
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= E / ( 0





< 2"-1 £ E||.Bn(.-«) - •B(4
i>)||$P(rW)+ 
+ 2*-1 £.E||.sm(4>) - I?(4°)ll^(rn
i)) 
<2%£>(4*))P(r«) < 2*e£ I Mu(u)) + i)dp 
i i JVn 
< 2psE((p(u) + I). 
The three last inequalities are valid for sufficiently great n,m due to (2), 
In a similar manner we can derive an estimate 
E\\qn\\l<y-
l(e + K)E(<p(u) + l) 
for sufficiently great n (see (1), (2)). 
Obviously the sequence {qn} is a Cauchy sequence in L p ( 0 , K 2 ) and we can 
define B(u) = limn->oo #n- The definition of B(u) is independent of the choice of 
Bn since from two sequences Bn\Bn we can compose one commom sequence. 
It means that B^(u) and B^2\u) defined by Bn and Bn\ respectively are 
equivalent. 
Proposi t ion 1 Let a Bochner type mapping B(£) be given. Assume that a 
mapping u fulfils (3). If Bn(£) are stochastically independent of Tu then a 
random variable B(u) is defined so that B(u) £ Lp(fi,K2)-
Corollary 1 Let B(£) be (p-Bochner type mapping and let B(£) be a mapping 
from ft to K2 fulfilling P(B(£) ^ B(£)) = 0 for every £ E X\. Then the mapping 
B(£) is also p-Bochner type. 
Assume that a random variable u fulfils the assumptions of the Proposition 
with respect to B(.) then it fulfills the assumptions of the Proposition with 
respect to B(.) and B(u),B(u) are equivalent. 






so that Bn(') are suitable approximations of B(.), too. 
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Example 1 The first example shows that the definition of B(u) just by sub-
stitution has no meaning even if such mapping can be defined. Generally the 
mapping T(u) defined by T(U)(UJ) = B(U(UJ),UJ)) need not be measurable. 
Let ft — (—7r/2,7r/2), jF be Borel measurable subsets, P be Lebesgue mea-
sure multiplied by l/V . Define U(UJ) — tanw. Assume that T\ is a nonmeasur-
able subset of fi. Denote V2 the complement of T\. For every £ £ R there exists 
unique uo^ so that £ = tano;^. Define: 
Bfau>t) = 1 for uj(. £ Ti, B(Z,u>t) = - 1 for w€ G V2, 
JB(£,u;)=0 for UJ-^UJ^. 
Certainly, T(UJ) = 1 for a; E Ti and T(o>) = - 1 for u e F 2 . Nevertheless, the 
random variables B(£) are equivalent to zero for every £. 
The second example shows that the mapping T(.) is not appropriate even if 
the assumptions of the Corollary are fulfilled. 
Example 2 Let B(.),u fulfil the assumptions of the Proposition. Define B : 
B(£,UJ) = B(£,uj) 4- Xe(^) where X£ a r ^ the indicators of sets A^ fulfilling 
P(A$) = 0. Certainly the random variables B(£),B(£) are equivalent for all 
f E X\ and due to the Corollary B(.),u fufills the assumptions, too. Neverthe-
less, if P(UJ : UJ e Au(w)) > 0 then T(UJ),T(UJ) = B(U(UJ),UJ) are not equivalent. 
T h e o r e m 1 Let B : X\ ~> Lp(fi,K2) be a Bochner type mapping, u : Q, -± X\ 
be a random variable fulfilling (3), Bn(£) are stochastically independent of Tu 
and let a : X\ x X2 -> X$ be a Borel measurable mapping fulfilling 
l k ( £ , < ) | | 3 < L « + l) (4) 
for all ZeXu<;e X2. Set t/.(0 = Ea(£, B ( 0 ) for £ € XL 
Then 
E[a(u, B(t*))|*,](.) = V(u)(.) P-a.e. 
Proof First we prove a modification of Propositon 1.12 from [2]. 
L e m m a 1 Let u : 0 —» X\ be a random variable, v : 0 -» K2 &e a random 
variable independent of Tu, fulfilling 
BIMIS < 00, (5) 
p : X\ x K2 ~> K3 be measurable and fulfilling 
\\p(S,Q\U<L(\\c\\p2 + i) 
for all £ € Xlt < € X 2 . Benoie p(£) = J5p(^f») /or $ € Xv 
Then 
E[p(u,v))\Fu)(.) = p(u)(.) P-a.e. (6) 
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Proof of the Lemma. Due to the Proposition 1.12 from [2] equality (6) is 
valid for p which can be expressed as a finite summ />(£, C) = 2iP-X*(£>C)) 
where Ai are disjoint Borel subsets of Xx x X2 and pi G I 3 . Choosing positive 
e there exists a partion {Ai} of X\ x X2 consisting of Borel disjoint sets and a 
sequence of pi £ X3 such that ||p(£, C) - pi|,3 < £ for [£, C] £ M* We prove 
Iv 
E\\p(u,v) -^PiXAi(u,v))h < te 
i 
for sufficiently big N. Certainly, the given expression can be estimated by 
N „ 00 « 
£ XAi(u,v)\\p(u,v)-pi\\3dP+ ^2 /X.4,(tt,w)||p(u>«)||8tiP< 
00 P 
+ £ yx>ił(-,t;)L(l + |H|§)dP. 
І=N+1 
Since F^IMIf < 0° the last expression converges to 0 for N ~+ 00 and the 
inequality is proved. In the same way we can prove 
7V 
/ \\{Ep(t,v)}t=u - {Ej^PiXA^vm^uhdP < 2e Jn Y 
for sufficiently big N. The proved inequalities together with the fact that (6) 
is valid for finite summes of this type imply the statement of the Lemma. The 
existence of the conditional expectation is ensured by Proposition 1.10 [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Assume that a is continuous in the second variable. 
Define ^(C?7/) = E(a(^,Bn(rf))) for £,?? G Ki, {An } is the partition from 
Definition 1 and 
^ ( 0 = £XAM(W»(640). 
% 
XA(i) is the indicator of the set An . Due to the Lemma we have 
E[a(u,Bn(r,))\K] = M«,$) for r, 6 A« 
Let A e f u , We have 
J E[cr(u,qn)\Fu}dP = 
JA 
= £ / ř.,-3[a(ti,B„(4*)))|^u]dP 
= £ / <•) ^n(u,Z<£)dP = f £ x A ( 0 («)•/>„(«, 4 ° ) dP = / lM«)d-°-
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Since E\\qn - B(u)\\% -+ 0 for n -+ co we can choose a subsequence such 
that E||gn - B(u)\\
p
2 < 2~
n and such that {qn} converges to B(u) almost surely. 
Certainly a(u,qn) converges almost surely to a(u,B(u)). Further we have 
.*(Mn)||s < L(\\qn)\\
P
2 + 1) < 2
p-1L(ll9n " B(u)|g + \\B(u)\\p2 + 1). 
Let h = 2P-1L(\\B(U)\\P + 1 + $ X i lift. - B(u)||S). We have \\a(u,qn)h <
 h 
and Eh < 2P~1(3L + LE\\B(u)\\$). The Lebesgue theorem yields 
nlim JE[a(u,qn)\?u] dP = Jim ^ *(«,qn) dP 
[ a(u,B(u))dP= [ E[a(u,B(u))\Tu] 
JA JK 
dP. 
We obtain as previously (we can assume u = «* for a while) for a subsequence 
Bn(u) of Bn(u) 
V>(£) = Ba(e,B(0) = lim£<r(£,Bn(0) 
= hm f Y,XA^(0^Bn(^))dP 
i 
where i/>n corresponds to J3n. 
Since 
||tr(.;,Bn(4
i>))ll3<L(||B„(^>)))ll5 + -) 
we have 
B|K£,B„(z«)) | | 3 < 2"-
1L(l + E||B„(*«) - B(zH)))\\l + E\\B(z£))\\p2) 
<2p-1L(l + (e + K)ip(z{j))) 
for sufficiently great n and every i. It follows 
W»(«)lls < $2xAc io(u)2"-
1L(l + (£ + - -X* .? ) ) 
< 2*-1L(l + (£ + K)YJ XAw («M*»°)) 
i 
< 2"-1L(l + (e + Jf) Y,XAW («)(V(«) +
 X)) 
i 
< 2"-1L(l + (e + K)(<p(u) + -)) 
for almost all w. The Lebesgue theorem yields 
lim / $ n (г i )dP= / ФІЇ) 
n~*°°JA JЛ 
d P 
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Finally, we have 
/ E[a(u,B(u))\Tu)dP = f ip(u)dP. 
JA JA 
(ii) Let an be Borel measurable mappings X\ x K2 -> -X3 fulfilling (4), 
/ an(u,B(u)) dP= f ipn(u) dP (7) 
JA JA 
for A € Tu where </>„(£) - £*„(£,.B(fl). If <7„(f,C) -4 <r(f,C) for every f,C 
then 7l>n(0 ~* V>(0
 a n d equality (7) is valid for O-,i/>, too. Since due to (i) the 
equality (7) is valid for continuous a it is valid for all Borel measurable mappins 
fuflilling (4). 
Corollary 2 If the assumptions of Theorem 1 are fufilled then 
P{B(u) G A} = / P{B(0 e A}dv(t) 
Jxi 
is valid for Borel sets A where v is the measure on X\ corresponding to u. 
Theorem 2 Let X\ he a separable real Banach space, the function if be Borel 
measurable and fulfil inf {(D(£) : £ G Ki} > 0. Assume that B fulfils (1) and as 
a mapping: X\ —V Lp(0,K"2) is continuous. Then B(.) is (p-Bochner type. If u 
is a random variable u : Q —> X\ such that B(£) are stochastically indpendent 
of Tu for every £ £ X\ then B(.),u fulfils the assumptions of the Proposition 
such that B(u) is defined and Theorem 1 is valid. 
Proof Let {£n}i° be a sequence dense in X\. We construct a partition of Ki. 
Let a positive integer n be given. 
AW = {£:E\\B(0-B(hW2<6/n}, 
^ i + 1 > = {£ : E\\B(0 - B(&\\
P2 < S/n} - U«=14«» 
where 5 = inf{(D(£)}. The approximations can be defined by Bn(£) = B(£i) for 
£ e AW. These approximations fulfil all conditions of the Proposition. 
Remark 1 The calculation of B(.) by means of T(.) needs much more stronger 
assumptions. 
(H) There exists a set A, A € T such that P(A) = 0 and 
Bn(M-> Bfau), n->oo 
for every £ € X\ and u £ A. 
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Statement . Let the assumptions of the Proposition be fulfilled. If additionaly 
the hypotheses (H) is fulfilled, then 
B(u)(u)) = T(UJ) for a.a. UJ. 
Sketch ot the proof. Since qn(u)) converge to B(u) in the space Lp(f i ,X2) 
there exists a subsequence qn(uj) converging to B(u) almost everywhere. Due 
to (H) for every £ = u(u)y Hn(£, UJ) converge to H(£, UJ) which equals B(u(u), UJ) 
such that T(UJ) = B(u)(u) for almost all UJ. 
2 Application to stochastic integral 




is continuous as a function of £ in the sense of Theorem 2 this theorem can be 
applied. Otherwise the situation is much more complicated. 
2.1 Wiener processes with nuclear covariant operators 
Let (ft,-?7, {Tt}t,P) be a probability space, Hi, i = 1,2,3 be real separable 
Hilbert spaces with norms | . | j , I = [0,1], <p : Hi -» I? be a positive Borel 
measurable funtion. Let w(t), t G [0,1] be a Wiener process with respect to 
{Ft} with values in H2 and nuclear covariance operator W. 
Let £(H 2 ,H3) be a space of linear operators A from H2 to H3 which is 
equipped with the norm \\A\\2C = tr{AWA*} where tr is the trace of the given 
operator from H3 to H3. 
Denote Xx = Hu X2 = LP(I,£(H2,HS)), p > 2. Let / : Ki -> Lp(n,X2) be 
a Bochner type mapping such that the approximations /n(- ,£) fulfil: / n ( ^ £ ) ^ 2 
are Tt adapted and measurable stochastic processes for every £ G Hi, /i2 G H2. 
Let ^ : f2 -> Hi be a random variable which is JFo measurable, {/n(£, £)?£ € 
/ , £ G Ki) are independent of JF0 and E(p(u) < 00. 
Assume that a mapping a : Hi x H3 -> K3 fulfils the conditions of Theorem 
1. Denote 
ф(Ç) = Ea(ţ, I f(t,0dw(t)). 
Jo 
Theorem 3 Fe£ the previous assumptions be fulfiled then the integral I(u) = 
Jo f(t,u)dw exists and 
E[<T(U,I(U))\FO](.) = *P(U)(.) P-a.e. 
is fulfilled. 
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Proof First, we have to prove that integrals In(u) = J0 fn(t,u) dw and I(u) = 
Jo f(t,u)dw exist. In the second step we prove I(u) = JB(U) where J3(£) = 
Jo f(t>£)dw(t) i.e. that the usual definition of the integral and the definition 
given in the first section give the same result and that B(u) is Bochner type. 
The last step is the application of Theorem 1. 
Let Aln be the partition given by the Bochner property of /. Choose zn 
from An as in the previous sections. Since 
/„(t,u) = 3p/B(t\*«)x^0(u) (8) 
i 
and u is JFo measurable we conclude that the process /n(£, ^)^2 is Tt adapted 
and measurable for every h<i £ H2- Using the inequality 
{l\E\\f\\Pc?/pdtYl2< I"E\\f\\pcdt 
JO ^ 0 
the existence of In(u) is ensured by the inequality 
S = / E[tr Ut^WfZ&u)]^2 dt < en 
Jo 
(see the inequality from [4] Prop. 1.9 or [3] Lemma 1). Certainly we have 
s = f I^Etr /»(«• 4°) W7«(*, 4 i ) )^<o («)F/2 dt. 
Since 
{Etr/"(*>4i))w/^^4i))[xA(o(«)]
2/p] x [x^)^)]1-2/"}^2 < 
i 
Y^[trfn(t,zn^)Wfn(t,zn^^[xA^(u)) x £ x i l o ) ( - ) F
/ a - 1 
3 




5 Ś I E £ [ í r /»(«.^WnX*,4:))ľ/2[xл(o («)] A 
Јłľ' = sup s u p ^ ) - 1 ^ / ||/»(*,Í)II!Ć* < °° 
n £ Jo 
(consider (2), the facts that / n ( - ,0 € Lp(fi,K2) and / n ( - , 0
 a r e stochastically 
independet of u) we deduce similarly as in previous sections 
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We conclude that the integrals In(u) exist and due to (8) 
In(u) = / fn(t, u)dw = J2 XA™ (
W) / /*(*' Z^) dw = Bn(t*) 
where 
« n ( 0 = / fn(t,0dw. 
Jo 
f(t,u) is defined in the first section. Since fn(t,u) converges to f(t,u) in the 
space Lp(0,X2), the processes /(t,u)ft2 are ^ adapted measurable for every 
f G Hi and fulfils 
# / l l / (*,u) | |£#<oo. 
Jo 
/* ll(/(*.t») - /n(*,ti)||5lft - • 0. 
JO 
It follows that I(u) exists and the well-known inequality (see [3]) 
E\\ f\f(t,u) - fn{t,u))dw\\l < C(p){ f[E\\f{t,u) - fn{t,u)\\l}
2>*dty'* 
Jo Jo 
< C(p) f E\\fn - f\fcdt 
Jo 
is valid where the constant C(p) depends only on p. It follows In(u) -> I(u) 
and due to definition of B(u) we have Bn(u) -> J5(ii) in the space Lp(fi,H3). 
We proved I(u) = H(ii) and the statement follows from Theorem 1. 
2.2 Cylindrical Wiener processes 
Assume now that w(t),t G T is a cylindrical Wiener process with values in H2. 
Let (0, J7, {Ft}tiP)i Hi, i = 1,2,3, J,(p,u,il>,a be the same as in the case of 
the Wiener process with nuclear covariant operator. 
Let /C(H2,H3) be a space of linear operators A from H2 to H3 which is 
equipped with the ffiibert-Schmidt norm \\A\\^ = tr{AA*} where tr is the 
trace of the given operator from H3 to H3. Let / also fulfil the conditions from 
the previous section (C is substituted by /C). 
Denote Xx = Hu X2 = LP(J,/C(H2,H3)), P > 2. 
Theorem 4 Let the assumptions of this section be fulfiled then the integral 
J(u) = fQ f(t,u)dw exists and 
E[a(u,J(u))\T0](.)=ip(u)(.) P-a.e. 
is valid. 
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Let Jn(u) = fQ fn(t1u)dw. We need to prove the existence of the integral 




VK]2/pdty'2 < JE[trf(t)f*(t)r/2dt, 
(and due to inequality from [5] Prop. 1.3 or [3] Lemma 1) the proof of (9) is 
analogous to the proof of S < oo. The rest ot the proof of Theorem 4 is almost 
the same as the proof of Theorem 3 we only use the space /C(H2, II3) instead of 
C(H2jH3). 
Corollary 3 Let H4 be a real Hilbert space. Let g : R x H4 -> H3 be contin-
uous and Lipschitz continuous in the second variable. Assume that z(t,£) are 
Tt adapted and measurable stochastic processes for every £ € Hi which form 
Bochner type mapping as a mapping 
Xl-*Lp(Sl,Lp(I,H,))). 
Denote B(£) — JQ g(t,z(t,£))dw(t). If a fulfil the condition of Theorem 1, u is 
To measurable, the processes w(t),z(t,£) are stochastically independent of To 
then H(£) are Bochner type and Theorems 1 and 3 can be applied. 
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